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PRESENT: 
Committee members: 
Deputy Chair    Simon Lyas 
Community representatives  Jane Mouritz 
       Ian Moss 
       Leanne Marsden 
       Anthony Moir 
       Neil Worrell 
       Noel Chambers 
City of Albany representative  Andrew Sharpe 
 
Southern Port (SP): 
CEO      Steve Lewis 
Board representative   Julie-Ann Gray 
Environment Manager   Paul Mackey 
Office Coordinator (Minutes)  Denise Fisher 
 
Guest  
Main Roads     Brad Lenton 
 
APOLOGIES: 
Dale Lindkvist, Interim General Manager 
Chris Gunby, Chair 
Christine Kershaw 
Tony Harrison 
Geoff Bastyan 
 
Item 1 Welcome  
 
Simon Lyas, Deputy Chair, chaired the PCCC meeting tonight as Chris Gunby is an apology. Simon opened 
the meeting at 5:00pm and welcomed the committee and guest Brad Lenton from Main Roads who will give 
the PCCC an update on the Albany Ring Road. 
 
Item 2 Records of attendance / apologies 
 
Apologies were noted. 
  
Item 3 Potential Conflicts of Interest 
 
No conflicts of interest were noted. 
 
Item 4 Minutes of Previous Meeting 
 
The minutes of the previous meetings held on 16 May 2019 were agreed as being a true and correct record. 
Moved:    Neil  Worrell 
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Item 5 Matter arising from previous minutes 
 
o CBH presentation on silos / CBH restructure 
o Public interface / Landscaping 
o Emissions from ships or cruise ships regulation 
o Capacity of oil and petroleum supply / storage at port / ports role 

 
 

Item 6  Topic for discussion 
    Albany Ring Road 
    Brad Lenton, Main Roads 
 
Brad Lenton presented a power point to update the PCCC on the Albany Ring Road. 
Points taken from the presentation are: 

 The existing routes are unsustainable;  
 Road safety issues on urban roads; 
 Stage 1, Menang drive which was completed in 2007 and now carries over 1000 vehicles per day, 26% 

are heavy vehicles. 
 Stage 2 & 3, Albany Highway to Princess Royal Drive which is 11 kilometres; new single carriage way 

with minimal intersections and constructed for heavy vehicle usage. 
 Working through designs of the major intersection; 
 State & Federal funding ($175m) is secured; 
 Environmental approval is a work in progress; 
 The road and rail interface issues are resolved; 
 Anticipated construction to commence late 2020, approx. 2-3 year construction period; 
 All the information is on the Main Roads website. 

 
Brad mentioned if the committee members would like to be kept in the loop to send through details to 
gsreg@mainroads.wa.gov.au 
 
There is still a need for consultation with stakeholders and general public, including at least 40 landholders.  
Some land has already been acquired some time ago. 
 
Q: Is construction to commence late 2020? 
A: There is a directive from State Government to commence then, it will take between 2-3 years to 
 construct. 
 
There was a query about the slope of George Street toward the railway line and if work needs to be completed 
there. Brad replied there are challenges there, with a lot of cut and fill. 
 
Q: When would you anticipate finalising the design? 
A: Head office is working on the design at the moment, it should be around the Albany show time, so we 
 can present it to the community.  
 
Q:  With the update of potential over and under road or substantial changes to the previous design, how is 
 that going to impact the funding?  
A: Our aim is to come in under budget, there is no question of going over budget. 
 
Andrew Sharpe would like to thank the local Main Roads group and team. There has been design changes 
that allowed the costing to come down, this has been a great team effort lead by the local team in Albany. It 
will be a game changer for Albany. The existing round about is a number one black spot in regional WA in 
terms of traffic accidents. 
 
Simon Lyas thanked Brad for the update. Brad Lenton left the meeting. 
 
Item 7  South Coast Aquaculture Development Zones (SCADZ) 
     
A draft letter was collated by Chis Gunby from the previous meeting discussions raising concerns from the 
committee and various stakeholders. Simon Lyas presented the letter for discussion. 
 
Ian Moss commented he would endorse the placement of a bond. The economics of aquaculture is up and 
down, it is quite possible if operators have had enough and could walk off. 

mailto:gsreg@mainroads.wa.gov.au
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Neil Worrell commented on the importance of monitoring and understanding the seagrass beds in the harbour.  
 
Steve Lewis comments he will formally respond to the letter and appreciates Chris Gunby writing on behalf of 
the committee. The tone of the letter, the points and observations made are all very useful and the port 
appreciates this.  
 
The key points from the letter and the potential impact on port operations is definitely an interest to the port. 
The areas have been confirmed by DPIRD, SP can now move forward and do a full risk assessment so we 
have ability to have input to DPIRD and through the EPA process.  
 
Q: Would the risk assessment be an internal process or through external consultants? 
A: Steve Lewis replied it will be managed from now, by Albany’s Environment Manager.  As stated in Chris’s 
 letter, throughout all the engagement there has been very little local input or discussions with the team. 
 The local people have good knowledge of the port operations. 
 
As SP works through our own analysis, the EPA process and risk assessment there will be an opportunity to 
feed that back to the PCCC. 
 
The Integrated Management Plan that has been referred to in the letter, SP understands and will capture that 
point and communicate it moving forward. 
 
The impact on seagrass is a key issue and its’ importance is not lost on the port. 
 
The draft leases we will be continuing and we will work to strengthen those, including how we initiate a bond. 
 
In summary, Steve said he will put all this into a formal response, and was appreciative of the committee’s 
work and great summary by the Chair, Chris Gunby.  
 
The aquaculture is a great trade to be facilitating, if the community can embrace it and if we can do it without 
impacting environment. It hopefully will create benefit for the town while keeping this fantastic environment. 
 
Simon Lyas tabled Christine Kershaw’s emailed comments, risk assessment perhaps should be considered by 
independent consultant, disruption to shipping services an issue, also the importance of seagrass. Christine 
also proposed the question – the committee accepting of fact the aquaculture will be allowed in the area, is 
this a formal position of the PCCC? 
 
The meeting discussed Christine’s question, the PCCC can make a recommendation to Albany Port.  
 
Anthony Moir questioned, are the designated aquaculture areas purely for shell fish, not fish farm? Suggested, 
the committee would benefit from some clarity around those intentions. 
 
Noel Chambers commented, that he read somewhere the problem with shellfish is the shading. The seagrass 
needs considerable amount of light and the farms theoretically move their farms around to keep seagrass 
alive.  
 
Paul Mackey provided a response acknowledging the committee’s concerns around impacts and intended 
use.  Finfish aquaculture is significantly more intensive, with a different risk profile than the intended, passive, 
shellfish aquaculture.   
 
Andrew Sharpe commented the final decision is with the Minister of Fisheries, aquaculture zones are looking 
to be developed across the whole south coast. In terms of SP, is there involvement to provide feedback to 
Minister? 
Steve Lewis commented we will have a number of inputs, the EPA process, risk assessment and advice that 
we are asked for. 
 
Andrew Sharpe suggested the aquaculture zones be an outstanding item for regular updates at PCCC 
meeting. 
 
The Committee acknowledges Chris Gunby’s letter and for raising the important aspects. 
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Item 8 Southern Ports Update 
   Steve Lewis 
 
Points taken from Steve’s update: 

 Trade results for the year were 4.67 million tonnes out of Albany, slightly down on last year.   
 16% of total SP trade was through Albany, with only 12% of staff. 
 Good cruise ship season again. With 11 vessels booked in for the coming season. 
 Commenced the sustainability initiative in Albany. 
 Currently recruiting for the executive team and 3 regional Port managers. 

 
Steve was asked to expand a bit on what the General Manager role would be? 
Steve replied the General Manager role as we know it will change to Regional Manager, as he is keen to see 
we look at the port as a region. The Board is looking at the overall executive structure and moving it to the 
regions. At least 1 or 2 executives will be in Albany. Steve is pleased with the responses for the position. The 
Regional Manager positions across the 3 ports, we have had over 40 applicants for each role, and around 40-
50 applications the executives roles. We will be shortlisting on 14 August, with Steve Lewis and the Board 
selecting the new team. 

 
Q: Is port experience high on criteria? 
A: Steve replied not for every role, more strategic thinking, intergenerational assets, initiative and 
 enthusiasm. I am keen to make sure everybody in a senior management role goes through a thorough 
 selection process. 
 
The Board, executive and staff have been working on our strategy, which will be going to the next Board 
meeting. The areas are customer service, safety, trade growth, supply chain improvement, sustainability, port 
development, innovation and IT. 
 
Steve attended the WA cruise ship event held at the Burswood on Thursday.  A team also visited Albany. The 
feedback from the industry is a great credit to Albany, as we were 2nd on the list to Sydney on the passengers’ 
preferred place to visit.  
 
SP are working with Vicstock to see how close they are getting to export, whether we renew the lease or go 
out for expressions of interest. They have been in port for 6 years and have not yet exported. Interim GM Port 
of Albany visited the farms earlier this week.   
 
Q: Are they going export out of berth 6? 
A: Yes through the ABH shiploader. 
 
Q: 2026 Bicentenary, request to run initial concepts past the committee. 
A: Andrew Sharpe replied the council has formed an Albany Bicentenary Advisory Group. The concept is in 
 very early stages. There will be a whole calender of events, with significant engagement and input from 
 local Menang people, a place of friendship and cultures shared as part of the event. 
 
Item 9 Albany Port update 
  Dale Lindkvist, Interim GM Port of Albany,  
 
With Dale as a late apology no specific Albany Port update was given. 
 
Item 10 Environment Management update 
  Paul Mackey 
 
Paul Mackey passed around the National Biosecurity Award and Golden Gecko Award for the development of 
the Next Generation DNA meta-barcoding analysis and Statewide Array Sampling Program for Introduced 
Marine Species.  This is the culmination of over a decade of policy, legislative and practical work and 
collaboration between Ports WA Environment Group and DPIRD, Biosecurity.  The program is unique in 
Australia and most likely at the forefront of comprehensive, early warning systems globally. 
 
Paul Mackey presented a power point on marine biosecurity at Western Australian Port Authorities. Points 
taken from the presentation: 
 

 A shipping heat map showing how busy it is around Australian coast line. Three thousand vessel 
traffic movements past Albany. 
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 Photos of invasive introduced species, Asian Green Mussel and Pacific Sea Star. 
 Two main modes of transportation for marine pest 

o Ballast water which is highly regulated 
o Hull fouling a more significant risk, commercial vessels is regulated, 70% of global 

translocations are believed attributed to small recreational vessels and these are not well 
regulated. 

 The new early warning system (SWASP) has major benefits over predecessors 
 New innovative design   achieved in collaboration with (DPIRD) fisheries, took the old morphological 

approach, to a molecular, DNA sequencing approach. 
 Three locations in Albany Port with a summer and winter sampling coverage of 4-6 months duration.  

 
The program is now being trialled in QLD with hopes it will gain national traction. 
 
Ian Moss left the meeting at 6:00pm. 
 
The committee congratulated the Port on the work done and awards. 
 
Item 11 Board update 
  Julie-Ann Gray 
 
Julie-Ann thanked Steve Lewis, it is great to have him on board, and to be committed to detail and strategic 
planning of the ports. The last Board meeting was held in Albany, with the next one in Esperance. The Board 
had a presentation from the Albany team on the Port Sustainability Concept, which the board endorsed as a 
great initiative.  
 
To add to Steve’s presentation on strategic planning, Julie- Ann included the ongoing support of staff 
development and training as a continual improvement.  

 
SP had a meeting with the Minister two weeks ago. We shared main points from the Ports prospective and 
received reassurance on new information on where government is heading.  
 
The outward focus is inclusive. 
 
At the last meeting the higher profitability of the Albany Port was discussed. 
 
Julie-Ann thanked the PCCC for their contribution on behalf of the Board. 
 
Item 12 Member Discussion and feedback 
 
Andrew Sharpe gave a brief update on the City of Albany’s major projects.   

 Alison Hartman Gardens has just been completed. There is a strong focus on putting vibrancy back into 
the city centre, looking to redevelop and activate the Town Hall to bring it back to its heritage and 
make it the heart of the city.  

 The City is happy about the go ahead for the Albany Ring Road 

 The big project for the City in the New Year is Middleton Beach on coastal protection.  

 On the waterfront the Hilton Hotel construction has commenced. The best case scenario would be to 
see it completed in eighteen months. 

 Working with our neighbours on regional branding and Amazing South Coast. 
 Local Government elections in October, half of Council will be up for election.  

 
Jane Mouritz commented that the Middleton Beach Group in January had an idea it would be good if we could 
promote Middleton Beach as a great destination. We have been having problems getting volunteers to push 
the idea and it has been suggested we approach Friends of Emu Point.  The Australia Day Night Markets last 
year a lot of people came through to enjoy the evening.  Jane suggested the Port might like to have a stall at 
the markets. People are looking for activities over the school holidays; it would be a great opportunity to run 
an educational tour.  
 
Julie-Ann mentioned SP sponsored the Maze, which was held at Middleton Beach over the Australia Day 
festivals. 
 
Noel Chambers mentioned he attended The Mounts precinct plan and noticed it included the ports pilot 
cottage building, maybe an opportunity to include the Port in 2026 Bicentenary.  
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Neil Worrell commented if the committee are interested he has a link to a pre-recorded video on wood 
chipping. It is about 10 minutes long showing the cutting the trees to loading and unloading of the ships.  
 
Meeting closed 6.20pm 
 
Next meeting Wednesday, 27 November 2019 
 

 


